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Welcome!
Agenda for today’s talk:
1. Introduction and our story 
2. Stereotypes about Brilliance + Faculty Mindset
3. STEM Learning Community
4. Data Tasks and Student Outcomes
5. Closing Vignette



College of Marin– Paul Daubenmire, Hien Nguyen, Jennifer Claesgens
Diablo Valley College– Cory Antonakos, Ellen Beaulieu, Erin Palmer
Sonoma State University– Carmen Bustos-Works, Jennifer Whiles-Lillig, Chase Clark
University of California-Berkeley– Angy Stacy, Michelle Douskey, Alexis Shusterman



“Some of these students just don’t deserve to be here.”

“You’re going to fail because you don’t belong here.”

“Can you believe that my students don’t know this?” 

-Faculty at our institutions



Stereotypes About Brilliance Exclude Most of our 
Students

Leslie et al., 2015; Leonardo & Broderick, 2011;  Nasir, Snyder, 
Shah & Ross, 2012; McGee & Martin, 2011 

Carlone, 2004; Carlone et al., 2011



Science taught in classrooms incongruent with 
science as it’s practiced

Carlone, 2004; Redish & Hammer, 2009 ; Sevian & Talanquer, 2014; Talanquer, 2015

Potential for more inclusive meanings 
of science. (Rosemond, S.N. et al. 2020)



“I’ma drop the class, I think. Yeah please, I think 
science isn’t for me. Like, I just don’t feel smart 

enough to continue.” -Kristina
3 weeks into the semester

"When I was in my country, I did not want to go 
to school because I believed that I was a bad 
student. At COM, I'm discovering that I'm 
actually a good student, and I can still dream for 
a better future even though I'm not in my 20s 
anymore, and I have kids I need to provide for."





● “Professor is In” Office Hours
● Embedded Peer Tutors / Peer Mentors
● STEM Speaker Series
● Internship/Scholarship workshops

(14 NASA & NSF acceptances)
● Collaborations with existing learning 

communities, community organizations 
(AAUW), Conference for Undergraduate 
Women in Physics (CUWiP)

STEM Learning Community Initiatives

https://www1.marin.edu/news/com-students-selected-attend-physics-conference


How can we change the way we teach chemistry to 
support rich learning and new meanings about who 

counts and what counts as “good” at science? 

Group-worthy Data Tasks
● Students do science

● Students benefit from thinking together

● Students have many opportunities to 
experience themselves as “smart” in 
science



What is a “data task?”
• Students investigate a big question by 

doing science with data

• Lets students see themselves as 
competent chemical thinkers

• Includes multiple entry points and 
opportunities to make connections to 
facilitate working together 

• One piece of achieving our goal 
Formula Molarity Bonding Lightbulb Conducts?

NaCl(aq) 0.010 M ionic lights yes

HCl(aq) 0.010 M

Why do some solutions conduct 
electricity and others do not?



Examples of Chem Avengers’ Data Tasks



Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvXqzCatjg0

Data tasks in action 

Course:  Introductory Chemistry
Institution:  Community College
Modality:  Online

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvXqzCatjg0


Shift Away From Chemistry 
Not Making Sense:

I absolutely hated chemistry. To me, 
chemistry was too much to handle,  

abstract at times yet precise and well 
calculated at others. It just didn’t make 

sense.

Shift Towards Seeing 
Chemistry as Understandable

“After exploring this class I realized chemistry 
can be understood as long as you put those 
big fancy words into tiny chunks.”

Shift Away From How 
Students Used to Think:
● Chemists are 

naturally smart
● Chemistry is 

gibberish and doesn’t 
make sense

● Chemistry is only 
math and problem 
solving

● Chemistry is scary
Shift Towards Seeing  

Learning Requires Peers:
“Second, I learned that science is a subject that 

can be learned by teamwork. If I felt difficulty 
when I was in class, at first I struggled to solve 
myself. But I realized debating or asking each 

other is more helpful to learn faster and 
remember the concept longer.”

Shift Towards

How can we measure the shift 
in student mindset?



https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acs.jchemed.1c00366







The Story Continues…
The upper division chemistry elective course at Sonoma State 
in Fall 2019 was focused on student-designed data tasks for 
intro chem students (taught during the same semester)

Topics taught: Growth mindset, Innate abilities, Gender bias
Tools used: Reflection, Skill Trackers, Writing to Learn
Capstone: Developing curriculum project

During the class, students developed interest in
working with intro learners and in how to design
multiple entry points into an experiment.



During the Semester, Students will learn chemistry and about themselves

Data Tasks 
Chemistry 
Curriculum

Matter
Understanding 

Properties

Change
Predicting Change

Measurement
Measuring Matter

Student 
Mindset Shifts

Science Skills 
Development Tracker

Scientist Spotlight 
(bouncing back from 

setbacks)

End of term 
reflection paper

Faculty Development
Workshops

#1 Sense of Belonging

#2 Why Use Data Tasks

#3 Promoting Teamwork

#4 Launching and Closing a 
Lesson

#5 Summative Assessment 
Strategies

Overall Project Structure



Conclusion  +  Q&A

We’re happy to answer any questions y’all might have!

Here’s how to reach us:
Chemavengers101@gmail.com

Summer institute for faculty 
July 24-28 2023 at UC Berkeley!

mailto:Chemavengers101@gmail.com
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